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Abstract
Stellar ages can act as a marker of birth cluster membership for young stellar
objects (YSOs), which allows for an improved understanding of the history of star
formation in the solar neighborhood. However, the ages of YSOs have historically
been difficult to predict on a large scale. Here, we develop a system of convolu-
tion neural network models to differentiate between YSOs and their more-evolved
counterparts and predict YSO ages using Gaia and 2MASS photometry. The full
model and resulting catalog recovers the properties of well-studied young stellar
populations to a distance of five kiloparsecs, with significantly higher sensitivity
within one kiloparsec, while also identifying new YSO candidate stars. We then
explore the resulting catalog’s implications for solar neighborhood star formation,
and identify several large-scale structures, including two interesting ring or bubble-
shaped groupings of young stars which may suggest radially triggered star forming
events. Our results support the existence of an inclined Gould’s Belt of local star
formation, which may coincide with the Local Bubble. In addition, we also identify
26 high velocity “runaway” stars from the Orion Nebula Cluster and characterize
their likely origins.
1 Introduction
1.1 Star Formation and Evolution
During their lifetimes, stars undergo a dramatic series of transformations. Starting their
lives as gravitationally collapsing overdensities in vast clouds of interstellar gas, protostars
gradually accrete material from their environment. Initially bright, but relatively cool,
due to their large radii early on, stars dim slightly and increase in temperature as they
contract to the main sequence, the state in which inward gravitational pressure balances
outward expansion due to the fusion of hydrogen in their cores. The duration of this
contraction stage is heavily dependent on the young stellar object’s (YSO’s) mass, with
low-mass objects taking many tens of millions of years to reach the main sequence while
the most massive objects may take only a few million years [1]. Once the stars’ supplies of
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hydrogen are depleted, which occurs much faster in more massive stars, they once again
brighten and decrease in surface temperature as internal processes causes changes in the
equilibrium pressure and forces an increase in radius, propelling them onto the “red giant”
branch.
The temperatures of stars are reflected in their apparent colors, with hotter stars
appearing bluer and cooler stars appearing redder. By observing the brightness of stars
through various photometric passbands corresponding to specific ranges of color, the
relative evolutionary state of stars can be determined by plotting overall stellar brightness
against the differences of red and blue passbands. This crucial tool for studying stellar
evolution is referred to as the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) Diagram.
Figure 1 shows an example HR diagram constructed with Gaia G (green, wide-band),
GBP (blue) and GRP (red) photometric passbands. The horizontal axis shows color and
temperature, while the vertical axis shows increasing brightness.
Figure 1: Example of a Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram, a fundamental tool for the study
of stellar evolution. The regions of photometric space inhabited by the main evolutionary
states of stars are labeled accordingly. Higher-mass stars evolve significantly faster than
their lower-mass counterparts, so coeval populations may exhibit multiple regions of the
HR diagram at once.
However, the observational distinction between YSOs and the more evolved main
sequence, and between YSOs and the red giant branch, is not always obvious. There is
no clearly-defined photometric boundary between pre-main sequence (PMS) young stars
and their older main sequence counterparts. Uncertainties in distances to observed stars,
unresolved binary star systems, extinction (a reddening effect caused by interstellar dust),
and a variety of other sources of ambiguity can shift the position of stars on the HR
diagram. Moreover, while low-mass YSOs evolve onto the main sequence over tens or
hundreds of millions of years, higher mass stars progress much faster, some reaching the
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main sequence in just a few million years. As a result, empirically classifying and deriving
the ages of individual young stars has historically been difficult,
Figure 2: Runaway stars µ Col and AE Aur from Hoogerwerf et al. (2001) and first
identified by Blaauw & Morgan (1964), found to project back to the known binary system
ι Ori within the Orion Complex of star-forming regions. These stars were identifiable as
runaways due to their high masses and clear ejection trajectory; only recently have lower
mass runaways with smaller ejection velocites been identifiable.
1.2 Star-Forming Regions and Runaway Stars
The birth of new stars is concentrated within star-forming regions (SFRs), vast clouds of
interstellar gas which provide the large volumes of material necessary for stellar accretion.
Compared to the density of typical interstellar space, SFRs have significantly more stars
per volume, and a much higher likelihood of gravitational interactions between objects.
Due to the exhaustion of the surrounding gas and the dissipation of the clouds due to
stellar feedback, localized star formation tends to be coeval, with the dispersion of ages
for most stars within a particular region typically being relatively small compared to the
average stellar lifespan [2]. As such, stellar ages can provide a reliable indicator of shared
birth cluster membership.
Regional clusters of young stars tend to be dynamically cold, meaning that the typical
velocity dispersion of sources within a star-forming region is relatively low. For typical
SFRs members, another method of determining cluster membership However, due to the
complex gravitational interactions within SFRs, some stars may be excited to higher
relative velocities; if this velocity is sufficient to eject the stars from their birth clusters,
these sources are referred to as “runaways” [3].
Generally, the rate of stellar ejection from their birth clusters is not well understood
due to the complexity of these regions. Moreover, while the rate of ejection could be
characterized observationally, detecting runaways has historically been difficult. In the
past, runaways have been identified from several local SFRs, most notably from the Orion
Nebula. This was typically restricted to very high mass, high luminosity stars ejected at
very high velocity compared to the average motion of their birth clusters. For example,
Hoogerwerf et al. (2001) [4] identified several runaways from the Orion Nebula using data
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from the Hipparcos space telescope, and also elaborated on work by Blaauw & Morgan
(1964) [5] to trace two very massive stars µ Col and AE Aurigae (Figure 2) back to a
likely ejection from the ι Ori binary system within the Trapezium grouping in Orion. The
latter pair of runaways (shown in Figure 2) is particularly emblematic of the types of
ejected stars that historically could be identified due to their large masses, distances from






























Figure 3: All-sky plot of training catalog stars, color coded by cluster-averaged ages.
Recent advances in ground-based observational techniques have allowed for slightly
fainter runaways being detected in small numbers. One notable example is the work of
Kounkel (2017) [6], who used radio interferometry to identify three young sources which
were ejected from the Orion Nebula due to interactions with some of the region’s massive
stars. However, these techniques still require relatively precise targeting of candidate
YSOs and cannot simply target all stars within a region. For a more sweeping view of
runaways from star-forming regions, a wide-scale astrometric sky-survey is required.
1.3 Astrometric Surveys and Gaia
Astrometry is the set of astronomical techniques used to measure the positions, solar-
centric distances, and motions of stars, typically by fitting a solution to observed stellar
positions over time. Aside from the positional coordinates of galactic latitude and longi-
tude, the primary astrometric parameters are stellar parallax and proper motions.
Parallax is a measure of a nearby star’s angular deflection against a more distant
background when observed from different locations in Earth’s orbit; as this deflection is
typically less than one arcsecond of angle, a small-angle approximation stellar parallax to
serve as an inverse measure of distance. Distances measured using parallax are expressed
in units of parsecs, where one parsec (∼ 3.26 lyr) is the distance to an with a parallax of
1 arcsecond.
Proper motions are the measure of a star’s angular motion perpendicular to the line
of sight, typically measured in miliarcseconds per year. Because stars exhibit both paral-
lax and proper motions as some change in angular position over time, observing proper
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motions typically requires several years’ worth of measurements of the same object.
Observing stellar parallax and proper motion is a difficult task, as even the nearest
stars exhibit parallaxes of only about an arcsecond. In the past, astrometric measurements
have been particularly reliable with radio astronomy (e.g. Kounkel 2017) [6] due to the
use of interferometry to increase angular resolution and the ability to take observations
against very distant “fixed”” reference points. However, as this required targeting of
specific stars multiple times over the course of several years, the number of sources which
could be targeted for astrometry was typically fairly low.
The European Space Agency Hipparcos satellite, operational through most of the
1990s, was an exception to the low volume of astrometric data produced by ground-based
surveys, measuring astrometric parameters with precision of about 1 mas for about 2
million stars over its lifetime [7]. However, the majority of Hipparcos sources with reliable
astrometry lie within a distance of ∼ 100 pc, which is slightly less than the distance to
the nearest major star-forming region.
The biggest leap forward in astrometry has come within just the past few years,
with Gaia, the ESA’s follow-up to Hipparcos. Gaia was launched in 2013, and its 2016
Data Release 1 (DR1) contained preliminary astrometric solutions for about two million
stars, comparable to the Hipparcos catalog [8]. Then, its 2018 Data Release 2 (DR2)
produced stellar positions, colors, on-sky velocities, and parallaxes for 1.7 billion stars
within the Milky Way and neighboring galaxies, with astrometric precision about 100
times greater that Hipparcos [9]. This volume and precision of data was unprecedented,
particularly among astrometric surveys; while previously, proper motions might be derived
for a few precisely targetedd stars, the Gaia DR2 catalog now provides these motions
for a significant fraction of nearby stars, giving astronomers the most complete three-
dimensional view of the Milky Way to date.
1.4 Data Driven Techniques for Astronomy
The advent of highly data-intensive astronomical surveys in the past few decades, such
as Gaia and other contemporaneous observational missions, has opened the door to new
avenues of scientific exploration, but has also required the development new methods to
make useful inferences from the sheer volume of data. Increasingly, astronomers have
been turning to data-driven machine learning methods as a means of taking advantage of
the recent wealth of observational data. Generally speaking, data driven methods require
some representative traning sample of “labeled” information, from which algorithms can
be tailored to identify and generalize trends to the broader dataset.
Neural networks are a type of machine learning algorithm which have been employed
increasingly often within astronomy for a variety of purposes, such as deriving orbital
periods (e.g. Olmschenk et al. 2021 [10]), predicting stellar parameters (e.g. Olney et
al. 2020 [11]), and identifying young stars (e.g. Vioque et al. 2020 [12]). Conceived
to learn in ways analogous to organic neurons, neural networks consist of a system of
interconnected layers of initially randomized numerical “neurons”, which take some data
as input and, by propagating through the layers, produce some numerical output. As the
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network is fed labeled training data, its output is compared to the label, and the layers
and connections of the network are gradually optimized to best reproduce the expected
output. Once the neural network model has been sufficiently trained, it can then be used
to produce further outputs for unlabeled data.
Neural networks have the benefit of being able to recognize patterns within data
that are higher-dimensional or more entangled than would be possible by a human, and
are able to operate on much larger volumes of data than other computational methods.
While they require careful selection of training data and can be somewhat computationally
intensive to develop, neural networks are fairly flexible, allowing adaptation in architecture






































































Figure 4: On-sky model outputs in galactic coordinates, showing young stars identified
using the model’s YSO classifier and stellar ages from the model’s age regressor. These
maps show three classifier “probability” thresholds, demonstrating how age and unclus-
tered background contamination vary based on the classifier’s certainty.
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2 Project Overview
Using a set of neural networks trained on data from Gaia DR2 as well as the 2 Micron
All-Sky Survey, we developed a three-part model which classifies sources into YSOs and
more evolved stars, predicting ages for the younger category. We then produced a catalog
using this model from all of Gaia DR2 within a solar-centric distance of 5 kiloparsecs,
which we used to explore the history of star formation in the solar neighborhood.
Additionally, we used the high-precision astrometry of Gaia DR2 to search for stars
that had been ejected from the Orion Nebula Cluster through gravitational interactions,
and identified 26 candidate runaway stars, which we project backwards in time to char-
acterize their origins.
3 Training Data
Neural network models require a representative catalog of training data with reliable
ground-truth values in order to generalize trends within the data. For this purpose, we
relied heavily on the catalog produced by Kounkel et al., (2019) [13] . This catalog used
the HDBSCAN [14] clustering algorithm to identify coherent groups of stars based on their
Gaia DR2 positions, parallaxes, and proper motions within a distance of five kiloparsecs.
Because YSOs are typically much more densely clustered than other stars, this mostly
recovered young stars as clustered sources. To calculate the per-cluster age, photometry
of sampled stars from each cluster were compared to age-dependent grids of theoretical
stellar isochrone models, as well as a neural network trained on thousands of synthetic
cluster populations. Notably, however, due to the use of motions as a basis for clustering,
this method is inherently not sensitive to any sources moving with peculiar velocities,
such as small comoving groups or runaway stars.
Instead of relying on clustering, we want to extract YSOs from the field by their
photometric parameters alone. To produce a photometry-reliant model, we compiled a
training dataset from this catalog by combining the included Gaia DR2 parallax, G, BBP ,
and GRP photometric passbands with further infrared photometry in 2MASS J , H, and
K passbands. The training targets were the previously-derived ages and a binary flag
indicating whether each source was a member of an identified star-forming group. This
training catalog contains 982,004 stars, of which 62,484 are flagged as YSOs. Figure 3
shows the on-sky distribution of YSOs used in model training. We further included quality
cuts described by Lindgren et al. (2018) [15] in order to be sure that all data used for
model training was precise enough to negate systematic observational effects.
3.1 Augmentation
After initial results suggested that the models were not fully generalizing on the dataset,
we also employed methods to augment the real data with synthetically produced photom-
etry. Copying the measurements for a sample of stars in the original dataset, we then
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added a random offset to the stellar parallax chosen to synthetically shift the apparent
distance of the star within a maximum radius of 5 kpc. Using this synthetic distance, we
recalculated their photometric magnitudes as would be observed at this new distance.
By augmenting the data using synthetic observations, we were able to afford the model
more variety in its inputs, and artificially increase the proportion of young stars to evolved
stars that the model was exposed to. We were also able to slightly extend the distance
to which the model was effective by bolstering the number of YSOs represented in the
training catalog at larger distances. It should be noted, however, that this does not
necessarily allow for better detection of especially dim YSOs at large distances, as these
stars are typically beyond Gaia’s detection limits.





Figure 5: Local detail of catalog results for the Orion Molecular Complex (left) and ρ
Oph/Upper Sco (right). Probability, age, and distance cutoffs have been selected to best
isolate these regions from their background.
4 Neural Network Model Development
After some experimentation, my collaborators and I found that a set of three neural
networks with similar architectures but different functions was best suited to the overall
functionality of our model.
4.0.1 AV Map
We trained the first neural network to act as an extinction map, taking individual stars’
on-sky positions and outputting the expected AV , a photometric parameter correspond-
ing to the amount of interstellar dust along the line of sight. Gaia galactic latitude and
longitude (l and b) and stellar parallax (π) from the training dataset were taken as in-
puts, while the target, AV , was inferred from extinction measurements present in the
Gaia catalog. The outputs of this extinction map are used as inputs to the next two
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neural networks in order to negate contamination from “extinguished” (photometrically
reddened) background stars due to the effects of dust.
4.0.2 YSO Classifier
We trained the second neural network to output a 0-1 probability (referred to as “YSO
Probability” or “YSO Certainty”) indicating the certainty that individual stars are young
stellar objects. This model takes Gaia stellar parallax, AV as predicted by the previous
model, and the photometric passbands of G,BP,RP (Gaia) and J,H,K (2MASS) were
taken as inputs, with the training target set to the binary flag described in section 3.
During training, we employed data augmentation (see section 3.1) to oversample from the
YSO class, and to increase the number of stars apparent at higher distances.
Figure 6: Distribution of PMS stars (up to a confidence thresholds of 95% - left, and
85% - right) in a heliocentric rectangular reference frame, color coded by age, showing
the bubble-like structure present amount nearby SFRs.
4.0.3 Age Regressor
We trained the third neural network to regress stellar ages for all sources classified as
YSOs. This model takes the same network inputs as in section 4.0.2 were used, with





because photometric ages cannot be derived for main sequence stars, we restricted the
training dataset for this model to YSOs only. As with the YSO classifier, we employed













Each model was implemented in the software package PyTorch with identical structure,
apart from the dimension of the input layer. The basic network architecture consists of
several stages; a set of four convolution layers take a one-dimensional input (with variable
size) and gradually increase the output size to a maximum of 128 channels, each separated
by ReLU and batch normalization operations. Next, the parameter space is again reduced
by a fifth convolution layer to a one-dimensional array, fed into three fully-connected
(deep) neural network layers, and finally reduced to a scalar-valued output.
To reduce the risk of the models over-relying on any particular input parameter, all
inputs and training targets were normalized between their minimum and maximum values
to lie within the range [−1, 1]. After models were trained, their outputs were automatically
mapped to their original parameter space.
During model training, one-dimensional input and target tensors were constructed
from the training set and ingested into the network input. Using a mean-square-error
loss function and the Adam optimizer (all native functions available within PyTorch), the




To 70% confidence, we identify 197,315 YSOs in Gaia DR2 within a distance of five kilo-
parsecs, which we have made available as a downloadable catalog with separate columns
indicating the classifier’s output YSO certainty and regressor’s predicted age (in log years).
Figure 4 shows an all-sky view of the catalog for a variety of YSO certainty thresholds.
5.2 Individual SFRS
By isolating known star-forming regions according to their positions, distances, and ex-
pected ages, we use our produced catalog to explore the local-scale history of star forma-
tion in several noteworthy solar-neighborhood SFRs.
5.2.1 Orion Molecular Cloud Complex
The Orion Molecular Complex is one of the largest star forming regions in the solar
neighborhood and has been particularly well studied [16]. Orion contains a large number
of smaller subregions and a has complex history of star formation, with some regions
older than 10 Myr and others still within the first few Myr of their star forming lifespan,
including the well-known Orion Nebula [17].
The first panel of Figure 5 shows our catalog’s results for the OMC at YSO probability
of 90%. Especially noteworthy in this region is the age gradient from the older subregions
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λ Ori and Orion D to the younger, actively star-forming subregions Orion B and, in
particular, Orion A, which contains the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC). The Orion Nebula’s
stellar population is well studied, with an average age of ∼ 3 Myr. Prior to this work,
about 5000 stars were known to be members of its cluster [18]. Using our model, we recover
approximately 300 stars in the region of the Orion Nebula which have not previously been
identified as cluster members, but are classified as young to YSO certainty of 95%.
5.2.2 Upper Scorpius and ρ Ophiuchi
Upper Scorpius is relatively young component of the much larger Scorpius-Centaurus
complex of stellar associations that exist towards the Galactic center; ρ Ophiuchi is a
subregion of Upper Sco which exists at high galactic latitude and has an average age
of less than 1 Myr, making it perhaps the youngest nearby SFR in which YSOs can be
observed. [19].
The second panel of Figure 5 shows our catalog’s results for the Upper Scorpius region,
making the disparity between the the < 1 Myr ρ Ophiuchi SFR and the surrounding ∼ 5
Myr population very apparent. As one of the youngest regions in the training catalog, ρ
Ophiuchi contains stars that lie well above the main sequence, making them particularly
easy to identify photometrically.
5.3 Large-Scale Structures
In the distribution of solar neighborhood star-forming regions, an apparent inclined disk
structure has been previously identified, reaching its highest galactic latitudes towards
the galactic center near ρ Ophiuchi and dipping below the plane of the galaxy towards
the Galactic anticenter near Orion. This structure has historically been referred to as
the Gould’s Belt, with some hypotheses for its origin suggesting multiple supernovae
(e.g. Pöppel & Maronetti 2000 [20]) or infalling collisions with the plane of the galaxy
(e.g. Bekki 2009 [21]); however, some recent work, such as Zari (2018) [22] has found no
coherent connections between Gould’s Belt regions that would suggest a common cause.
Figure 6 shows our catalog results for all local star-forming regions from a heliocentric
perspective. We find that the majority of major SFRs near the sun lie within one of two
rings, one with a radius of roughly 150 pc and the other with a radius of roughly 400 pc.
The space between younger SFRs does appear to be bridged by older populations, which
are more represented at lower classifier certainties. lending credence to the suggestion of
a coherent Gould Belt.
One possible explanation for these observed large-scale structures is that they are
related the Local Bubble, a known underdensity in the interstellar medium in the vicinity
of the Sun [23]. The local bubble has a radius of roughly 150 pc, which coincides well with
the inner of the two rings. If the Local Bubble was caused by some radially expanding
shock, such as a supernova explosion, this shock may also have played a part in triggering
star formation within these rings.
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6 Runaways
This section reiterates work from McBride & Kounkel (2019) [18], published in The As-
trophysical Journal
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Figure 7: The 26 identified runaway sources from the Orion Nebula Cluster found using
Gaia DR2
The advent of Gaia DR2 has also allowed for previously impossible advances in the
search for runaway stars from nearby star-forming regions. Where previously, candidate
runaways would have to be targeted for astrometric observation, Gaia now allows for the
motions of many stars to be characterized at once.
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However, the unprecedented volume of data available also presents challenges, as it is
difficult to distinguish between the proper motion of a young star ejected from its birth
cluster and the innate motion of an older, unrelated star in the background. While Sagitta
should help confirm the youth of young stars in the future, initial searches for runaways
were carried out before its existence.
As the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC) has already been well-studied as a SFR which
has prouced notable runawways, it is the ideal candidate for a follow-up study with Gaia
DR2 astrometry. To solve the issue of possible background contamination, we compiled
a catalog of all confirmed members of the Orion Nebula from the literature [figure out
citations!]. We then crossmatched this catalog with sources in Gaia DR2. In total, this
catalog contained 5988 YSOs.
From this catalog, the average proper motion of all stars in the ONC, in spatial
coordinates of right ascension (RA or α) and declination (DEC or δ), were calculated.
We applied a photometric cut initially described in Kounkel et al. 2018 [24], isolating
only YSOs with clear signs of age less than roughly 15 Myr. This restricted the final list
of clearly defined cluster members to 1867 sources.
The typical dispersion of stellar velocities within the nebula is small, typically less than
5 mas/yr from the cluster average. Any star travelling at speeds significantly higher than
the typical dispersion of the cluster was likely accelerated from some gravitational inter-
action and ejected as a runaway. To isolate these stars from the list of cluster members,
we simply disregarded all sources that exhibited velocities within the typical dispersion
and kept the remaining members. This yielded a final total of 26 runaway stars, for which
we attempted to identify an originating star or system of stars.
We compiled a list of the positions of all OB-type (a stellar classification indicating
bright and blue photometry) stars within the vicinity of the Orion Nebula. These stars
are the most massive sources within this region and would be responsible for the vast
majority of gravitational instability required to excite runaway stars to ejection velocities;
while lower-mass stars could factor in to some number of gravitational ejections, there
are far too many to account for all possible interactions. Of particular interest among the
compiled O and B stars is the Trapezium, a dense group of massive stars that makes up
the gravitational core of the ONC.
To identify the likely cause of each ejected runaway, we projected them back over
a maximum timespan of 1 Myr, stopping at the first OB star which they came within
astrometric error of contact with. The trajectories of these stars can be seen in Figure
7. Of the 26 runaway sources, nine appear to originate from the Trapezium group, four
appear to originate from other OB stars in the ONC, four appear to project back to other
nearby clusters, and the remaining five have no single obvious point of origin.
7 Conclusion
Understanding the star-forming history of the solar neighborhood is crucial for the study
of stellar evolution in general. Characterizing how stars evolve together and how the
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dynamic lifetime of young stellar populations unfolds over time allows for a much richer
view of the nearby Galaxy and can help us develop a history of our own Sun’s lifetime.
The preponderance of data now available from Gaia and other major astronomical
surveys allows for significant improvements in our understanding of the star forming
history and dynamics of the Galaxy, provided that the techniques we use are robust
enough to be applied on a wide scale. Machine learning techniques, when applied in
tandem with other validation criteria, are a particularly effective way of making sense of
the large volumes of data from modern surveys.
We train a data-driven machine learning model for identifying young stars and esti-
mating their ages based on their photometric measurements within a distance of 5 kpc and
apply it to the large and highly precise Gaia DR2 dataset, producing a catalog with nearly
200,000 potential young stars. Our catalog allows for the certainty of selecting YSOs to
be selected depending on the application’s tolerance for contamination and required age
ranges.
Using our catalog, we characterize the stellar populations of several nearby star-
forming regions, which in some cases has previously only been possible for small numbers
of stars within the larger region. We also examine the broader distribution of star-forming
regions in the solar neighborhood and find that they trace the previously identified Gould
Belt, an inclined planar disk structure roughly centered near the sun. We note the coin-
cidence of the Local Bubble in the interstellar medium with the inner radius of the Gould
Belt and propose that they may be correlated.
Additionally, we identify 26 high-velocity stars within the Orion Nebula Cluster, which
we project back in time to attempt to characterize their origins. We find that of these
stars, roughly half follow trajectories originating from massive stars within the cluster,
whereas the remaining half either appear to originate from other nearby star-forming
regions or have no obvious source.
As our produced catalog of young stars allows the effects of contamination from more
evolved sources to be mitigated and cluster origin to be characterized via the proxy of
stellar ages, in the future we hope to carry out similar analyses of runaway stars from other
local star-forming regions which were not previously as well-studied as the Orion Nebula.
Additionally, members of our catalog have been selected for spectroscopic measurement
by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, which will provide further details about the evolutionary
state of these stars and the regions they formed within.
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